


Choose words wisely that: 

• Create a need for your product,

• Address a concern and provide a benefit to your customers to make them believe you are in possession of a solution
which they cannot do without.

• Create compelling content which can convince your visitors to take action and purchase your services or product.

Know your target audience before you start writing content: 

• Knowing your clients on a personal level: This will help you determine what they really want from your product. The
solutions you provide should be according to your customer’s wants instead of your own personal perception about your products.

• Focus on content that interests your readers: Your aim is to generate leads from your website through your
content. Deliver relevant topics to your prospects – they are more likely to read and share with others.

• Use terms your readers relate to: Match the style to the reader- If you are targeting specialists in their fields you will need to 
use a more technical style as opposed to writing for the general public who have limited information about your subject.

• Narrow down your audience: Though writing for everyone sounds great, if you make your content too general it won’t serve its 
purpose of attracting the appropriate customers. Limit your content to a selected few who are more likely to purchase your 
services/products. You will find a small group of readers who convert to leads are better than numerous readers who do not convert.

Never underestimate the power of words! 
Especially when it comes to marketing your 
product online. The importance of using the 
perfect words and tone to persuade 
customers cannot be overemphasized. 

Part 1.   How to Write Quality Content – that converts leads to customers 



What are“Buyer Personas” ? 

•

•

Fictional characters who represent real buyers.

These personas identify the unique personalities, goals, motivations and problems of your ideal buyer that influence 

their decisions about purchasing services or products.

3 Simple Steps which will Help You Create Buyer Personas which Represent Your Customers: 

1. Interview: Begin by interviewing your present customers. Gain their trust during the interview with a friendly attitude to
discover their key buying criteria, the specific concerns your business can solve, and how they would want their problems to be
resolved. Prepare your questions in advance.

2. Research: What your customers will want from social media websites. The site “Quora” is a good source of insight into
what people would expect your products or services.

3. Welcome feedback: While inventing imaginary customers, share your personas with your team or friends who actually know
your real clients. This ensures your personas are realistic portraits of your customers. It is wise to start with one persona and create
more as the need arises.

Buyer Personas are  very useful tool used by marketing companies to help you write content that 
engages your ideal buyer. Unless you identify your audience you will not be able to write according 
to their needs.

TIP: Giving your personas names and 
attaching a photo with each will make 

them real for you. This will help you 
relate with them and design your 

content around them. 



A bad headline with great content will chase readers away; 
on the other hand a great headline will compel your 
audience to take the initiative of reading your content. 
However, your content should do justice to the headline or 
your audience will leave unsatisfied. 

5 Tips to Writing Great Headlines 

According to statistics 80% of readers decide if they 
want to read what you have written after reading the 
headline. 

Part 2.   The Secret Power of Headlines 

• “Number” Headlines. These always stand a good chance of being read since they imply a list or a number of benefits users can 
gain from reading your content. Example: 5 Ways to Train Your Dog in 3 Days.

• “How to” Headlines. Another extremely popular format that tells your audience what exactly they will gain from reading your 
post. Furthermore, if you add an extra incentive with an ‘and’ your headline has a better chance of getting more views. Example: ‘How to 
Lose Weight Without Starving Yourself ‘or, ‘How to Lose Weight and Look Younger Without Starving Yourself’.

• “Question” Headlines. Questions involve readers instantly. But the words which follow are extremely important since they 
either motivate or demotivate your audience to read beyond your headline. Example:  Why Some Headlines are Doomed to Fail?

• “Name” Headlines. Headlines where you directly name the audience and address the benefits they will gain from reading your 
post almost always get positive results. Example: The Proven Formula to Help Novice Bloggers Increase Traffic.

• “Problem” Headlines. What problem are you solving for the reader? Speak directly to an issue that bugs your reader, and make 
sure the headline states that.

A great tool I recommend is: 
http://www.internetmarketingcourse.com/freeheadlinegenerator/ 

TIP: Dare to be different. You don’t have 
to use bland corporate talk – instead put 

your own unique voice into your headlines.  



Ok, so the reader is still with you.
Ensure you keep them engaged to 
read further by arousing their 
interest in the topic - short and 
sharp is always a good tactic. 

Part 3.   Should You Fret Over Your Starting Line ? 

After the headline the first line of your first paragraph either engages your readers or tells them your 
content is not worth reading.  

• Inspire to read further: It is a known fact that people do not have the time to read each and every word you write. 
They skim through your content so a strong opening line is essential to inspire them to read further.

• Act as bait: Your first line does not have to provide a complete picture of your content; its purpose is to act as bait and 
compel readers to read the next line.

How to write irresistible first lines: 

• Length matters. Make them short and sweet. Though there are instances where long first lines have offered amazing 
results, short lines are easy to read. The simpler they are the better chances you have of your content being read.

• Make a list of first lines. Use the best first lines from your favourite or famous movies, books and songs as a source of 
inspiration. Write them down and go through them before you start your first lines.

• Don’t be too clever. Using humor or going overboard by using puns will only put off your audience. Be yourself and a 
simple, interesting line should do the trick.

• Use shorter paragraphs: For skim readers, this is a great option to engage them on your site as they can easily 
scan the page and digest the key points. This is a great technique for mobile devices, as even your short paragraphs will 
look longer due to the larger fonts used on mobile sites and RSS Readers.



Part 4.   The Keys to Make Your Content Reader Friendly ? 

. 
Once your readers approve your headlines 
and your opening line -  your content stands a 
good chance of being read. However, if the 
information you pass on is of little value to 
your audience, most of your readers will 
leave your post halfway through. 

Your content goal: 
To avoid losing readers, engage them to the extent that they want to share it with others across social media. 
• Keep focused. Don’t stray away from your main topic. It can help your readers achieve the result they hoped for after reading your post.
• Apply user friendly formatting. Instead of focusing on one main heading, it is essential to break down your content into subheadings.

Writing in short paragraphs that consist of 3-4 sentences. Use bullets to accentuate your information to make it easier for readers to
find specific information.

• Talk to your readers, don’t lecture them! While writing keep the image of one of your personas in front of you and talk to your reader.
Explain concepts and provide information in a friendly tone. Ask questions to make your content interactive.

• Data should be accurate. It is crucial to investigate any statistical data or figures you mention in your content. If the information you
pass on to your readers lacks credibility, your readers won’t trust you and will ignore your content in the future.

• Use infographics and images. Interesting images compliment your writing. It emphasizes the importance of what you have to say.
Infographics give an interesting overview of your content.

• Deliver what you promised in your headline. This is of utmost importance. If you fail to deliver all the benefits you had promised in your
headlines, your awesome headline will go to waste. Keep in mind that your audience is looking for solutions.

TIP: Keep in mind that people have VERY 
LITTLE TIME to read your words and NO 
TOLERANCE for text that is too wordy, 
boring or written in fonts that are hard to 
read.



Search engines use keywords when they include your website in their search results. Adding keywords to 
the content of your website can improve its ranking, but overusing them can cause your site to be banned 
for spamming. 

When identifying keywords, select words and phrases in the content of your website that someone is most likely to use when searching for your 
online business or website. 

Each of your Web pages should have keywords that include phrases found throughout the page content, title tag, headings, attributes, and link 
text. If you have words and phrases that occur often, rearrange the order to keep each tag unique. We don't recommend using the same string 
of keywords on all of your pages because it could hamper your SEO. 

 Here are few tips to get the most of your keywords while creating content. 

• Research keywords relevant to your topic. Before you decide to write an article, make a list of the most relevant keywords 
and phrases your target audience is searching online. Example: For a post on blogging you could include, blogging for money, blogging as 
a hobby, etc. as key phrases. Keywords may include, guest blogging, blogger, blogs etc.

• Inserting keywords and key phrases in the right places. The heading, sub heading, and the first as well as the last 
paragraph are the essential places you should focus on while inserting keywords.

• Keyword density. Never overuse your keywords while writing your content. Instead of promoting your website, overstuffing posts 
with keywords has the negative effect of bringing its ranking down. A specific keyword density is a trick of the past, and with the 
changes in Google algorithm the keywords/phrases you use should flow naturally without looking like spam.

Optimizing your content with SEO rich keywords 
enables your site, blog or post  gets noticed by 
Google, Yahoo, Bing and a host of other search.

Part 5.   How to Unleash the Power of Keywords in Your Content 

• Use Synonyms. These days alternating your keywords with their synonyms is a move encouraged by major search engines 
especially Google. They play the role of keywords without having you penalized for going overboard.



3 Steps to Organize Your Content for Maximum Exposure 

1. The main menu should categorise all services you offer. Similar to a restaurant’s 
menu your main menu has to be perfectly organized with all your information and services 
divided into specific categories.

• An ideal menu bar would include links to services, about section, and the contact page.
•

 

If you offer more than one service, categorise each service separately instead of merging all services under one tab. Example: For a
plumbing website offering plumbing services for various sectors, it is wise to have a separate tab for ‘residential plumbing, ‘commercial
plumbing’ and ‘industrial plumbing’ on the main menu rather than put all these services under one tab.

• Further subdivide these categories into hierarchies in a dropdown menu, for your customers to access the exact service they
wish to use.

2. Your ‘Home page’ is the key to your website. Often your homepage is the first page your customers view. Hence, it 
should have precise information about:

• Your services
• What makes you different from your competitors

People will leave your website or blog in seconds if there is 
even a hint that your content is wasting their time-  write 
efficiently and present your words using an easy to read font or 
layout. 

• Who can benefit from your product or services
• Content that relates to your customers needs and concerns

Inserting a logo with a tag line describing your company also helps customers understand the kind of services you are offering. 

Part 6.   Want to Grab Users Attention? Organise Your Content Layout 



3. Creating multiple landing pages is a must. Your customers may not necessarily access your website through your homepage; 
they might come in through a landing page which offers services they were searching for.

If you offer more than one service it is imperative for you to dedicate a landing page for each service because: 
• Landing pages help focus on one specific service.
• Their relevant content will make it easy for search engines to locate them, which in turn will make these pages more accessible

to your audience.
• Conversion rates go up since you are offering users exactly what they require instead of making them trudge through all your

services.
• Highly focused landing pages with relevant content often get back links that increase your page rank.

A combination of quality content and user friendly website 
layout will ensure 

• You attract exclusive traffic to your website
• You engage the reader with valuable content
• This traffic generates leads for you
• Your leads convert into customers
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